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Report: How you know, for sure.  

A. “Within” Theological Constraints; it’s unbelievable.  

There is no way this identity: b.j. y was in the system: insert sick.  

Why; too many past experiences of limits not un-bounded while of/in/from the system: insert sick make 

the identity: b.j. y of / in / from insert sick; both non-miraculously and miraculously un-believable.  

B. It must come with a policy.  
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Attempts at victimization, bordering on severe abuse? : referring to what was recently believable index 

and for some un-ascertained reason no longer is. External not b.j. y actual experience: I really like vanilla 

ice cream; I’ve been eating four scoops of vanilla ice cream per day for the last twenty years: now no 

matter where I look I can’t access vanilla ice cream; when I ask the stores’ clerks; they say the world is 

short on vanilla.  

[B.J. y: 

He loves vanilla ice cream; and he now has a better version of vanilla ice cream; than / then he did last 

year; and he lost first one set of vanilla ice cream, variety while he was limits not un-bounded; but he re-

gained various even better varieties of vanilla ice cream; and this re-gaining of better varieties of vanilla 

ice cream is still going on; or is in state: on-going; without likely any end as he identifies it. ] 

New policy: referring over and over again to b.j. y [and all correct applications of identity] consumption 

of vanilla ice cream to a population of those that love and used to eat and loved to eat vanilla ice cream; 

but can no longer access it despite exerting effort; should be labelled an act of terrorism; at the level of 

domestic-national at least.  

C. Replacement Methodology. [Start here; it’s pretty advanced for the third stage]  
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Trigger mentions: [sort of like fiction but expansive enough for non-fiction] : repeat non-necessary 

mentions of insert sick’s weakest [or like weakest] functional element ; if it’s vanilla in vanilla ice cream; 

or rather temperature control … 

[B.J. Y:  

Vanilla temperature control; so I went to the bank yesterday and vanilla temperature control; so I 

walked here today and vanilla temperature control; so I wore my favorite blue shirt and vanilla 

temperature control; and then I walked around the room to gain peace and vanilla temperature control 

… ] 

It’s time to investigate from where B.J. y is receiving and –or purchasing and-or earning vanilla ice 

cream.  

Upon investigation if it’s found that that trigger as used ; or triggers as used in mention are causing 

enough [unearned] danger; then use a system of audio overexchange also known as advanced voice-

over; have a recording of the conversation et al; and replace the [unearned] danger trigger mentions 

with something else[s…s]; that you either guess will or know for sure will undo the [unearned] danger 

trigger mentions … 

To create reality change: i.e. here called effective justice; i.e. form of combat logistics [in art].  

 


